
Example Question: Explain Christian Beliefs about Judgement (10)

Writing an Analysis Essay.

Introduction
Mirror the question and to help you on the right track, also use the introduction to help you outline a 
plan for the essay. 

e.g. Christians believe that judgement is very important, however there are different ideas about 
what judgement means. This essay will explore why Christians believe judgement is important, the 
belief of some christians in Heaven and Hell, the Roman Catholic belief in Purgatory, what 
Christians may be judged on as well as what Jesus said about Judgement. 

Main Body
Make a MESS

Make a Statement

Firstly many christians believe in an afterlife of Heaven and Hell. 

Explain 

• Explain the concept further
• Does it link to other ideas?
• Are there different interpretations?
• Are their similarities and differences you could discuss?
• What is the consequences of this belief? 
• How important is it? 

You are judged on how you have lived your life and the sins you have made. Christians believe 
that to sin is to go against God’s word. You can repent for your sin and ask for forgiveness, this will 
help with your judgement. Christians believe that God cannot let sin go unpunished and so you will 
be judged on how you lived in your previous life as to how you will live in the afterlife. 

Support

Back up what you have said with evidence, this could be from a textbook, the bible, a preacher etc. 

In the book of Daniel in the Old Testament some are raised to eternal life but others are raised to 
eternal disgrace. 

Summarise/ Link Back to the Question 

Show how your support statement links to your argument and overall lesson, this is also a good 
opportunity to link on to the next paragraph. 

This would therefore mean that those who have gone against God would be punished in the 
afterlife and judgement would decide what would happen to them. 



Conclusion
You will be concluding throughout your essay so unless you’ve got anything more to add don’t 
worry too much about your conclusion. 

Writing an Evaluate Essay
Example Question To what extent does Christian belief in Judgement affect their daily lives. 

Introduction 
See Above

Main Body
Evaluation Questions 

Make a Statement

Many Christians believe that judgement is the most important thing to think about in their lives. 

Explain

• Talk about relevance of point
• Importance
• Usefulness of viewpoints
• Positive and Negative aspects
• Strengths and Weaknesses
• Use supporting information and counter arguments. 

They believe that every action that you make you will be judged on. This can be the difference 
between you going to heaven or to hell. There are different interpretations of what heaven and hell 
are and whether they exist or are just symbolic. This is because the language used in the Bible 
could have been mistranslated over time and the word that is thought to mean ‘hell’ could also be 
interpreted as being cut off from god. 

Support

There are references to ‘fiery pits’ in the Bible, such as in Revelations in the New Testament where 
judgement is mentioned a lot. 

Summarise

As there is belief in an eternal life, many christians believe that they must strive to get into Heaven 
as they would not want to live forever in hell. However there are some who disagree with this point 
believing that Hell does not exist. 

Conclusion
See above


